First to bring you Official IDENTIFICATION MODEL KITS - at your DEALER'S Now!

DEPEND on Comet—and your Comet dealer—to bring you the important things FIRST! Right NOW—at your dealer's—you'll find all the 'Official Identification Models that have been released to date—in handy kit form, complete with wood, cement, two grades of sandpaper, template sheet and assembly chart—in five price groups according to size! The U.S. Office of Education-Navy has asked for a half-million Identification Models. Comet was proud to devote its designing facilities to the task of furnishing the official plans. And we are proud to turn our production facilities to the bigger job of assembling these 'Official Identification Model Kits! Whether you work through your school, local model-building club or other organization—get the Comet Identification Model Kits you want from your Comet dealer—and help give Uncle Sam the models he wants!

All Identification Models are 1/72 scale. Models released to date include planes of the United States, English, German and Japanese Air Forces. *Identical with those used in the High School Building Program of the U.S. Office of Education, sponsored by the U.S. Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics.
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